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Short Description

Product Details:
Lian Li - The Ultimate Craft
Quality is one of the key elements of Lian Lis products. Lian Li has been manufacturing in Taiwan for more than 20 years and
through continual self revision has ensured that the products quality meets Lian Lis high quality workmanship standards. Lian Li
manufactures each unit of Lian Li product with precision and care. They are then distributed to worldwide channels where many
leading media have applauded and awarded Lian Li for both innovative and decisive designs, featuring good looks, and exemplary
performance.

Description
Lian Li - The Ultimate Craft
Quality is one of the key elements of Lian Lis products. Lian Li has been manufacturing in Taiwan for more than 20 years and
through continual self revision has ensured that the products quality meets Lian Lis high quality workmanship standards. Lian Li
manufactures each unit of Lian Li product with precision and care. They are then distributed to worldwide channels where many
leading media have applauded and awarded Lian Li for both innovative and decisive designs, featuring good looks, and exemplary
performance.
Lian Li launched new Mini ITX chassis in 2010, designed for users with taste who also need more living space. Mini-Q PC-Q09F is
made in Taiwan, in high quality aluminum alloy panel and unique technique which developed from twenty years experience. Hand
built, durable high-quality product in high standard craftsmanship.
LIAN LI - Excellent Design
A Good Design is to make the life simpler, not complicate it. The Mini-Q PC-Q09F is in minimalism style, it is a combination of art
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and technology.
The clean shape of Mini-Q PC-Q09F with rounded edge can be ﬁt with interior decoration easily. The hair-lined anodized aluminum
exterior dress up with� blue and red back-lighted power and reset buttons. The design of Mini-Q PC-Q09F is to be as simple as
possible, the exterior of the case is also the structure of the chassis.
Lian Li Fine Craftmanship Product
To ensure user can put everything together easily, Inside the Mini-Q PC-O09F, standard Mini-ITX motherboard, slim CD-Rom optical
drive, standard 2.5 hard drives, and standard Mini-ITX power supply units. The parts are easy to get on current market, and it
would be easy to upgrade and server in the future.
Mini-Q PC-Q09F features multi-heat zone design, one zone one top holds motherboard,�Lower part holds the HDD and Slim CDRom, to separate the heat sources for better thermal solution.
Silent Performance
The Chassis is made of 1.5mm aluminum alloy panel, The thick and solid chassis has no vibration problem. To reduce the size of
the Mini-Q PC-Q09F, the side panel are secured with screws, it also reduce the vibration, and lower the noise level.
Thermal Solution
The Mini-Q PC-Q09F has passive cooling design, due to there are less heat from the Mini-ITX system. There are vent holes on the
top and side panel of the chassis, allow air to enter to cool the system down.
User Friendly Design
Multi-media port connectors follow international speciﬁcation standards, with one connector for easy installation.
New USB3.0 ports, Audio supports HD Audio on the front cover. The dual design is for better compatibility options, allow for easy
access.

Specifications
Speciﬁcations:

Model
PC-Q09F
Case Type
Mini Tower
Dimensions
(W) 265mm x (H) 124mm x (D) 200mm
Front bezel Material
Aluminum
Color
Black / Silver / Red / White
Side Panel
Aluminum
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Body Material
Aluminum
Net Weight
2.1KG
5.25" drive bay (External)
1 (Slim ODD bay)
3.5" drive bay (External)
None
3.5" drive bay (Internal)
2.5-Inch HDD sapce x1
Expansion Slot
None
Motherboard
Mini-ITX
System Fan (Front)
None
System Fan (Top)
None
System Fan (Rear)
1 x 80mm fan
I/O Ports
USB3.0 x 2 / HD Audio
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Maximum Video Card
Size

None

Package Dimensions

(W) mm x (H) mm x (D) mm

Gross Weight

KG

PSU

150W ﬂex power supply
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Additional Information
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Brand

Lian-Li

SKU

PC-Q09FR

Weight

8.0000

Color

Red

Chassis Form Factor

Mini-Tower

Side Panel

No WIndow

Motherboard Support

Mini ITX

Material

Aluminum
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